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Draw and Label Phenomenon
Add a Google drawing or take a picture and insert in this slide.

Phenomenon when doing archery target practice I wonder if I can 
make my own archery target block that is as effective and can save 
me money?
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Phenomenon observations

I  notice how the target block stopped arrows. 
I  notice that some of the arrow did not go in the target block.
I  notice that no arrows went completely threw the target block.
I  notice that the target block is heavy and a little squishy.
I  notice that some arrow went deeper than others. 
I  notice that you can not replace the cover or the filling.
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Questions
I wonder why…? I wonder if…? I wonder what…? I wonder how…? I wonder what would 
happen if…?

I wonder why my target block was so expensive?
I wonder if I can make my own out of recyclable materials?
I wonder what a target block is filled with?
I wonder how far the arrow goes through the recyclable materials?
I wonder what would happen if the target block was empty?
I wonder what recyclable materials would make a good target block?
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More Questions
I wonder why…? I wonder if…? I wonder what…? I wonder how…? I wonder what 
would happen if…?

I wonder why would it be good for me to make my own recyclable target block?
I wonder if I can make my own archery target block?
I wonder what are archery target blocks made of?
I wonder how much is a target block is?
I wonder what would happen if I fill a box with different recyclable materials?
I wonder what would be the strongest and the weakest recyclable material?
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Hypothesis 

If aluminum cans are used to make a compact filling in a box for archery target 
practice, then compared to other boxes filled with recyclable materials, the 
aluminum cans will prove to be the strongest recyclable material filling that stops 
arrows. 
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All Materials and Equipment  Available
List all materials and equipment (be as specific as possible with quantity and type)

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Recyclables

6 of the same pizza 
boxes

Aluminum Cans

Plastic Bottles and Containers 

Cardboard

Paperboard 

Newspaper and Paper

Bow (Recurve 15 pound)

Arrows (carbon fiber arrows with 100 grain 
field point metal tips)

Measuring tape

Tape
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Play to Learn More
Tinker and experiment with materials and equipment you have available to explore 
how everything works.

I  notice that some materials are more resistant than others.

I  notice that the less I pull back on my bow the less the arrow penetrates the box.

I  notice that some materials were easier to put in the pizza boxes than others.

I  notice that the pizza boxes did not stand on their own so I tied them down.

I  notice that the aluminum cans and plastic containers are hollow.
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 Even More Questions
I wonder why…? I wonder if…? I wonder what…? I wonder how…? I wonder what 
would happen if…?

 Now I wonder why I did not choose tin cans?

Now I wonder if I can be consistent with my shots?

Now I wonder what recyclable material would be the strongest?

Now I wonder how far the arrows will go through the recyclable materials when they are compacted 
together?

Now I wonder what would happen if the aluminum cans and the plastic containers were not hollow?

Now I wonder how I will measure the arrow length in the box?
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Research Investigation (Experiment)
Independent Variables (a variable manipulated or changed by the 
experimenter-think “I” control it)

The human aspect involved with shooting a bow and arrow is something I will have to be as consistent as possible with, in order to try 
and eliminate error. Things that could be changed unintentionally would be having different release points or letting go and moving the 
bow. I will use the corner of my mouth as the release point for each shot. I will do my best to gently release the arrow, avoiding 
unnecessary movement. And I will stand in the same measured location for each shot.  

Dependent Variables (a responding variable which could vary depending on 
other factors and can be measured and/or calculated with available equipment)

The weather could be a dependent variable, so I will choose a day to perform my experiments that is not windy or raining. 

I will measure my arrow lengths in the target with the same measuring tape to avoid error. _
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Testable Question (can be answered with a claim based on evidence from a 
scientific experiment)

How will changing the human aspect ________ 

affect _measurements__________________?
Independent variable selected for testing

dependent variable selected for testing
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Multiple Hypotheses/Predictions (consider every possible 
claim you might be able to make once you collect data)

1. Direct Relationship

Increasing the  kinetic energy________ will increase the _arrow depth in the pizza box____
independent variable selected for testing dependent variable selected for testing

2.     Indirect Relationship

Increasing the  _hand motion________ will decrease the _accuracy of the shot_____ 
____________

independent variable selected for testing dependent variable selected for testing

3.     No Relationship

Increasing the  _release point my a little_ will not change the _depth of the arrow__________
independent variable selected for testing dependent variable selected for testing
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Draw and label experimental setup
Add a Google drawing or take a picture and insert in this slide.

The pizza box is on the bench secured with a tie down. I 
will stand 20 feet away from the pizza box for each shot.
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Materials and Equipment List for Experiment
List all materials and equipment (be as specific as possible with quantity and type)

● Recyclables
○ 6 of the same pizza boxes
○ Aluminum Cans
○ Plastic Bottles and Containers 
○ Cardboard
○ Paperboard 
○ Newspaper and Paper 

● Bow (Recurve 15 pound)
● Arrows (carbon fiber arrows with 100 grain field point metal tips)
● Measuring tape 
● Tape
● Tiedown
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Experimental Procedure (detailed enough to allow data collection to be 
repeated exactly as you collected it) 

Note: Control Variables (all independent variables not selected for testing must be given a set value or controlled. 

These controlled settings must be explicitly noted in the procedure.) 

1. Collect recyclable materials
a. Plastic
b. Cardboard
c. Paperboard
d. Aluminum Cans
e. Paper

 2. Crush recyclables

 3. Fill 5 of the 6 pizza boxes with the different materials and tape 
closed

 4. Place one box at a time on the stand

5. Measure 20 feet from the target

6. Shoot 5 arrows at an empty pizza box

7. Measure how far the arrows went through the box

8. Shoot 5 arrows at one of the 5 filled pizza boxes

9. Measure how far the arrows went into the box and 
document

10. Repeat steps 8 and 9 for all of the boxes filled with 
recyclables
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Data Observations (What do you notice as you look at the raw data collected 
in the data table and at the graphical representation of the data?)

Plastic: 
1. 3”
2. 2.25”
3. .75”
4. 4”
5. 4”

Cardboard:
1. 2.5”
2. 2.25”
3. 2.25”
4. 3.25”
5. 2.5”

Empty Box: All 5 28 inch 
arrows went completely through 
the box.

Cans:
1. 26”
2. 25.25”
3. 27”
4. 24.75”
5. 25”

Paperboard:
1. 2.25”
2. 2.75”
3. 2.25”
4. 2”
5. 2”

Paper:
1. .25”
2. .25”
3. .75”
4. 1.5”
5. 1.5”
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Data Observations (What do you notice as you look at the raw data collected 
in the data table and at the graphical representation of the data?)

I notice that the measurements were very consistent for each recyclable material when I 
looked at raw data. I also noticed that the aluminum can were less resistant than other      
recyclable materials. Another thing I noticed was that the paper filling was by far the most 
resistant to the arrows. I was surprised, but also recognized that paper was the easiest 
material to collect and the most amount of paper material fit into the pizza boxes compared to 
the other materials.
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Science Story (Using Claim, Evidence, and Reasoning, share the story the data 
tells and the science explains.)

Claim (answer to investigation question, should either be one of your hypotheses from page 7 
or a new claim you had not considered) The paper was the best filling out of all of the 
recyclable materials, which did not support my hypothesis that aluminum cans would be the 
best filling.

Evidence (cite data from the experiment to support the claim)For the paper filling, the first 
and second arrow went in .25”, the third went in .75”, and the fourth and fifth arrow went in 
1.5”. The average length the arrow went in to the paper filling was .85 inches. For the 
aluminum cans filling, the arrows went in 26”, 25.25”, 27”, 24.75”, and 25”. The average 
length the arrow went into the aluminum cans filling was 25.6 inches. 
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Science Story continued using CER
Reasoning (connect evidence to claim using scientific principles and rules)This is showing how far it goes into the paper 
compared to aluminum cans. On average, the same 5 arrows went 24.75 inches more into the recyclable target block filling 
of aluminum cans compared to the 5 arrows in the paper filling. Clearly, the paper filling is the best option for an archery 
target block filled with recyclable materials. 

Peer Critique of CER (is there another way to interpret the data? Is there something they might not have considered? Is 
there another explanation which could connect the evidence to the claim?) For the way to interpret the data, could we have 
used the speed of the arrow, with a speedometer, but I don’t know if that was what we are measuring. Something they might 
not have considered was the avg for how close the arrow was to the center if the target. I don’t really think that there is 
another way to connect the evidence to the claim.
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Thinking more..
Now I wonder why…? Now I wonder if…? Now I wonder what…? Now I wonder 
how…? Now I wonder what would happen if…?
Now I wonder why the paper was the best for archery target practice.?

Now I wonder if I compacted the paper less?

Now I wonder what if I mixed two types of recyclable materials together?

Now I wonder how I could have compacted the materials better?

Now I wonder what would happen if the aluminum cans wear more compact what would happen?

Now I wonder  if I would have cut all of the materials flat like the paper, cardboard and paperboard, 
would a different material have been stronger?
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